
Arm yourself with the communication tools your 
business needs to enhance employee productivity 
and embrace distributed work. Fully integrated 
into G12’s industry-leading Cloud PBX Service, G12’s 
Collaboration service includes HD videoconferencing, 
messaging, group chat, screen share, document 
sharing, remote dial-in and more. 

Level the playing field for your 
business with a service that offers all 
the capabilities of enterprise UCaaS 
without the enterprise price tag. 

Collaboration is the lifeblood of every successful 
business. Yet in a world defined by hybrid work, 
equipping your people with the tools they need to 
effectively work together is easier said than done — 
especially in the face of limited budgets. 

With G12 Collaboration, that’s no longer a concern. 
Backed by industry-leading support, our cost-
effective solution helps you overcome your 
organization’s biggest productivity roadblocks.

G12 COLLABORATION SERVICE

A Fully Integrated 
Collaboration Solution 
at a Fraction of the Cost

 Book a demo with G12 Communications today.

One-click scheduling via 

Microsoft Outlook and Gmail

SSO, 2FA, and TLS 1.2 Transport 

Security with AES-256-bit 

Encryption

Full integration with G12’s 

industry-leading Cloud PBX 

Service

Intuitive UI

Costs up to 40% less than 

comparable solutions

Highlights



Leverage a rich feature set

G12 Collaboration supports application/document 
sharing, screen sharing, sidebar chat, instant 
messaging, and more. 

Scheduling made simple

Effortlessly create meetings and webinars with 
one-click scheduling and integration with both 
Microsoft Outlook and Gmail. 

Give attendees join options
 
Meeting participants can choose to dial in, 
connect over VoIP, or receive a call back, then 
share their presence across multiple devices.  
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Keep hosts in control

Administrative tools for hosts include user 
management, presentation management, mute/
unmute, and lock screen share. 

Create and share seamlessly

Record meetings with a single click, then share 
with both colleagues and participants. 

Book a meeting today to get started.

More than just meetings

Our Collaboration service meets all your collaboration 
needs with support for both videoconferencing and 
full webinars,

Enhance workplace collaboration with an affordable, 
all-in-one solution purpose-built for hybrid work.

Improve productivity, flexibility, 
and communication with G12


